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ABSTRACT
The paper analyzes the possibilities of applying data mining techniques to improve customer segmentation. The aim of customer segmentation is to identify and profile lead, average and other company customers and to optimize and tailor future marketing actions so the right message can reach the right customer. Different techniques and models are applied in customer segmentation, like factor and cluster analysis in analyzing company customer data. In order to get required benefits from large data volumes stored in databases or data warehouses and to find hidden relationships between data, authors used cluster analysis, one of the data mining techniques. Data mining is a process of extracting previously unknown and potentially useful and hidden patterns from large databases. The main objective of the paper is to identify the high/medium/low-profit, high/medium/low-value and low/medium/high-risk customers by one of the data mining technique - customer clustering. It presents results of empirical research related to data mining in customer segmentation made in a production company which produces and distributes products like dry fruits, nuts, seeds and cereals for the market of South-East Europe. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
The global economic, social and technological changes forced companies to evolve from product/service-centred strategies to customer-centred strategies. This shift of paradigm put customers at the first place and makes them the most important property of an organisation. In that situation organisations become aware that there cannot be any business prospects without satisfied and loyal customers. The organisations invest a lot of efforts and resources in order to understand each customer individually and use that to make it easier for the customer to do business with them rather than with competitors. But, the main question is, are they all customers worth such effort? Researchers have tried different methods to calculate the value of individual customers in the hopes of ranking individual clients or segments or even to predict future values, such as can be found in the works of Verhoef and Donkers [13], Hwang et al. [6], Venkatesan and Kumar [11], Gupta and Lehmann [4], Kim et al. [9], Khajvand et al. [8] and Han et al. [5]. All that researches show that a key for a successful business is proper identification of high-profit, low-risk customers, retaining those customers and bring the customers from the lower to higher level group or segment.
Customer segmentation and clustering are two of the most valuable data mining techniques that should be used in organisations and their marketing departments. They use customer data stored in databases or data warehouses to divide customers into segments based on variables as current customer profitability, some measure of risk, a measure of the lifetime value of a customer, and retention probability.

Data mining is considered the most important step in the knowledge discovery process. Data mining is the process of extracting interesting patterns from large amounts of data [14]. This paper focuses on the topic of customer segmentation using data mining techniques. It presents results of empirical research related to data mining in customer segmentation made in a production company which produces and distributes products like dry fruits, nuts, seeds and cereals for the market of South-East Europe. The main task of the research was to identify the high/medium/low-profit, high/medium/low-value and low/medium/high-risk customers by using the data mining technique - customer clustering.

2. CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION AND DATA MINING

Last decades show that data mining is becoming very powerful marketing tool. Data mining, as the term is used in this paper, is the exploration and analysis of large quantities of data (mainly stored in data warehouses) in order to discover meaningful patterns and rules [1]. The most organizations today gather hundreds of terabytes of data from and about their customers. But, the main question is what those organizations learn about their customers from that data? Unfortunately, they often learn very little. Just gathering data is not enough. Data mining techniques offer to the organizations to add intelligence to their data. These techniques enable organizations to exploit the huge amount of existing data about their customers and to get answers on questions like: who are loyal customers, what products to offer to which customers, who are the high/low profitable customers, where to open new shop, what new product/service to offer to their customers and so on.

Clustering is one of the data mining techniques that perform segmentation of heterogeneous customers into a number of more homogeneous subgroups or clusters. Market segmentation is one of the most fundamental strategic planning and marketing concepts wherein grouping of customers is done under different categories such as the keenness, purchasing capability, profitability and interest to buy [7]. As opposed to classification, clustering does not rely on predefined classes. The records are grouped together on the basis of self-similarity [1].

Clustering techniques can be classified, based on the logic used for deriving clusters, into following groups: partition techniques, hierarchical techniques, density based techniques and grid techniques. Partition techniques develop a subdivision of the given dataset into a predetermined number K of non-empty subsets. K-means and K-medoids are two of the best-known partition algorithms [12]. Hierarchical techniques carry out multiple subdivisions into subset, based on a tree structure and characterized by different homogeneity thresholds within each cluster. Hierarchical algorithms do not require the number of clusters to be predetermined. They can be subdivided into two main groups: agglomerative and divisive techniques [12].

Density-based techniques derive clusters from the number of observations locally falling in a neighbourhood of each observation [12]. Density based method are of two types: Density based Connectivity and Density based Functions. Density based Connectivity is related to training data point and DBSCAN and DBCLASD comes under this while Density Functions is related to data points to computing density functions defined over the underlying attribute space and DENCLUE comes under this [10].

Grid techniques first derive a discretization of the space of the observations, obtaining a grid structure consisting of cells. Subsequent clustering operations are developed with respect to grid structure [12]. The most popular grid algorithms are: STING, OptiGrid, GRIDCLUS, GDILC and WaveCluster.

In this paper is used partition technique and K-means algorithm, one of the most used clustering algorithms. The “K” in its name refers to the fact that algorithm looks for a fixed number of clusters which are defined in terms of proximity of data points to each other [1].

3. CLUSTERING – SEGMENTATION OF CUSTOMERS

The K-means clustering based on customer profitability was tested using empirical data from a company which produces and distributes products such as dry fruits, nuts, seeds and cereals for the
South-East European market. The data source is a data warehouse generated by the company for the period of 2012 to 2015. The following variables (attributes) were used in K-means clustering: year to which data refers, customers to which data refers, customer size (1-small, 2-medium, 3-big), customer origin (1-domestic, 2-EU, 3-non-EU), total costs of customer’s order processing and fulfillment costs in observed year, total cost of shipping orders costs in observed year, total costs of purchase and warehousing costs for delivered products to customer in observed year, total costs of raising purchase orders to suppliers for delivered products to customer in observed year, total costs of receiving shipments from suppliers for delivered products to customer in observed year, total revenue realized by the customer in observed year, total number of deliveries to customer in observed year, total number of different places where products were delivered to customers in observed year, net margin realized in customer trade in observed year, total number of returns of good in customer trade in observed year, total value of returns of good in customer trade in observed year, total value of the discount given to customers in customer trade in observed year and the average time of delay in customer payments in observed year (1- +less than average, 2-more than average) [3].

As software tool was used Rapid Miner Studio version 7.1., an open source predictive analytics platform. The number of cluster was set at 3. The goal was to see what kind of 3 groups existed in data set related to customer profitability. The results of clustering process are shown at Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4.

![Figure 1. The centroid table](image1)

![Figure 2. Graphical presentation of clusters](image2)

![Figure 3. Clustering statistic](image3)

![Figure 4. Clusters – plot view](image4)
The result of clustering was 601 customers in cluster 0, 205 customers in cluster 1 and 760 customers in cluster 2. The centroid table (Figure 1.) and plot view (Figure 4.) show the differences and similarities between clusters 0, 1 and 2. The cluster 1 consists of mostly medium companies (attribute VK3) which bought higher number of different products (attribute KK2) delivered on higher number of different places (attribute KK3) with lower average payment delay.

The main difference between clusters 0 and 2 is average payment delay (Figure 4). This three clusters corresponding to three segments defined as high level, medium and low-profit customers [2].

4. CONCLUSION

The K-means clustering, based on customer profitability, presented in this paper is a good starting point for future research of using data mining techniques in customer segmentation. The aim of future research should be testing the importance of used variables and finding possibilities for change/extend the set of variables. Namely, in presented clustering example, the differences between clusters were small, especially related to costs. The authors are aware of the necessity to test the model on a greater number of customers’ data and on more similar companies, so their further research will go in that direction.
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